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THE FIT MOM WORKOUT GUIDE

Designed exclusively for busy moms 35+
who want to lose weight and live healthier.

Guide from the desk of:
Dr. Anthony Balduzzi
Founder, The Fit Mother Project
Creator, The Fit Mother 30X Program
Hi friend,
Welcome back to the next installment of your Fit Mom Jumpstart Series!
Let’s get straight into it today: it’s absolutely essential for you as a Woman
over 35 to exercise differently than how you may have exercised when you
were in your 20s and early 30s.
It’s a simple fact of female biology: your metabolism and hormones begin to
rapidly change as you enter your 40s, 50s, 60s & beyond. And the single best
tool we have to keep your metabolism fast, your hormones balanced, and your
body lean & strong is… proper exercise.
Notice that I said “proper exercise.”
The sad truth is that so many women exercise the wrong way (hint: doing long
cardio workouts), and remain frustrated with their lack of progress as a result.
Our goal with today’s free guide is simple: I’m going to show you exactly how
YOU, a busy mom in your late 30s, 40s, 50s, or 60s needs to be exercising to
lose fat fast, tone-up your body, keep your bones strong, and live healthier.

To get started, we’re going to cover the 4 time-tested principles behind our
Fit Mother Workout Approach ...and I’m going to give you an actual workout to
try this week. Sound good? Good :-) Let’s dive into today’s guide!

First off, why should you even listen to me and my team?
My name is Dr. Anthony Balduzzi.
As you know by now, my team and I run the
Fit Mother Project & the Fit Father Project.
We’re on a mission to help busy mothers and
fathers lose weight, get healthy, keep the
pounds off for life with sustainable habits,
and help their families live healthier too.
We’ve used the 4 key principles you’re about
to discover in this short guide to help over
26,000 families lose over 150,000 lbs with
our Fit Mother 30X and Fit Father 30X
programs.
As proud as I am of all the moms and dads
our team has helped transform, the hard
truth is that I learned this “health stuff” out of
sheer necessity.
Growing up, I watched my own family struggle terribly with healthy eating and
exercise. My father literally worked himself to the bone to provide for our
family. In the process, he neglected healthy eating, skipped exercise, and
eventually got so sick that he passed away at 42 years young.
I was just 9 at the time. My little brother was 6. And to say Dad’s death “rocked
our family’s world” would be an understatement. After Dad died, everything
collapsed around us. My little brother and I watched our Mom struggle for
years to keep our family together. We watched her health suffer as a result.
As I got older, I made a promise to myself that I would help other busy dads
and moms get and stay healthy so that more families wouldn’t be torn apart by
sickness, weight gain, and disease. This Free Fit Mom Jumpstart Series is a part
of that promise I made to myself and my family.

And it’s my promise to you that I am going to share some of my best
time-tested exercise principles with you in this guide so that you can start
applying these strategies into your life (and your family’s life) this week to
begin losing weight and getting healthier.
Specifically, I’m going to introduce you to 4 of my favorite principles behind our
famous Fit Mother 30X Workout Plan - which is the metabolism-boosting
workout program designed exclusively for busy moms 35+ that will help you
lose weight the healthy way and actually keep it off - while exercising less than
120 minutes per week.
The proven principles in this guide are designed specifically for busy women
over 35 who understand the realities of juggling family, work, changing
hormones, and a metabolism that’s likely not as fast as it used to be.
The truth is that you don’t need to spend hours slaving away on the treadmill
to lose weight. In fact, it’s best that you do the exact opposite as I’ll show you in
today’s guide. You just need the proper workout plan designed specifically for
you, as you move into your 40’s, 50’s 60’s and beyond and want to lose weight
and maintain a fast metabolism.
After reading this guide, you will know EXACTLY what to do, starting TODAY,
with your workouts to consistently lose body fat every week.
Without further ado, let’s take a look at the first of our 4 (FOUR) Key Strategies
I’ve prepared for you in today’s installment of your Fit Mom Jumpstart Series…

(Flip to the next page to get started…)
-Dr. Anthony Balduzzi, Founder The FMP

It's a simple fact of getting older that our metabolisms slow down, which often
leads to weight gain - even if we're eating the same foods we used to.
(It stinks. I know. But, thankfully, it’s something that we can actually fix).
A large part of your metabolism slowing is due to MUSCLE LOSS FROM AGING
(called sarcopenia), which we'll cover how to fix in Principle #3.
Most women don’t really know how important maintaining (and even building)
muscle is as you age - not just because muscle increases your metabolism but
also because muscle (in the right places) gives your body a toned, shapely look.
Now because of the metabolic slowing effect of aging, a lot of women have
been misled to believe THE LIE that you should "do cardio" to burn off more
calories.

You've probably heard this kind of BAD ADVICE before:
"You should do cardio exercise (like walking, using an elliptical machine,
or jogging on a treadmill) to lose weight & burn fat..."
Now here's the big, fat problem with doing "regular" cardio if you want to lose
weight & fat:
● Almost all cardio exercise where you're moving at a moderate pace
burns ~6-10 calories per minute.

Let’s put that “6-10 cals burned per minute” into context...

Each pound of fat you want to lose
contains roughly 3,500 stored calories.
So using some simple math, that means
you'd need to spend SIX (6) HOURS doing
cardio to burn just 1lb of fat (3500 calories).
That's insanity right? Who has 6 hours to
spend doing cardio to lose 1 measly pound
when you may have 20-80+lbs you'd like
to lose like many of the women our team
helps here at The Fit Mother Project…
Now, before these numbers start looking
too grim & depressing, I want you to know
that there's GOOD NEWS.
There's a much more effective & time-efficient way to exercise that I'm going
to show you right now to fix this problem. The answer starts with changing the
way we think and use exercise entirely...

Instead of thinking you need to BURN CALORIES off with long cardio workouts,
I want you to start thinking about exercise as a “metabolic investment” that
changes the hormones and metabolic machinery in your body.
(Scroll to the next page to see how “Fit Moms” approach exercise...)

Here’s how “Fit Moms” approach exercise for weight loss...
● The goal of exercise is not to simply "burn calories" while you're working out.
● The goal of exercise is to create a "metabolic boosting effect" in your body
that will last for HOURS AFTER you've finished exercising.
And here’s the best part: when your workouts create this "metabolic boosting
effect" that lasts for hours after your workouts, your body will be burning
calories 24/7 on “autopilot” – long after you’ve stopped exercising.
These special type of workouts are called Metabolic Resistance Training (MRT),
which is a special combination of the following:
● Strength training
● Time-efficient interval cardio
● Flexibility & mobility training
...all into one 30-45 minute workout.
(In fact, at the end of this guide, I’m going
to show you a simple MRT workout that you
can try this week to boost your metabolism
and build lean muscle.)
Ideally, you would do 3-4 of these 30 min MRT workouts spaced throughout
your week to keep your metabolism burning 24/7.
And this is all backed by new science. In
fact, new research has shown that these
new kinds of MRT workouts can increase
your metabolism for 24 - 46 hours after a
single workout (1).

That's the incredible "Return on Investment" (ROI) of MRT workouts over
"regular cardio" that makes the former the better solution for fat loss.

A slowing metabolism doesn't have to leave you feeling FRUSTRATED with
exercise and weight loss. You can get back into incredible shape - at any age.
You simply need to start doing the proper MRT workouts like we’re showing
you in today’s video and guide - along with the principles of our proven
Fit Mother Meal Plan.
We cover everything in our Fit Mother 30X Program (including - the full FM30X
Workout Program, Fit Mother Meal Plan, Supplement Guide, over $600 in
bonus resources & accountability email coaching).

All of this is included inside your Fit Mother 30X Program
(full meal plan, step-by-step workouts, accountability coaching)

If you’re serious about seeing fast weight loss results this week on a
program designed specifically for you as a busy mom 35+, then check out
our FM30X Program Overview Letter for the full details. This is a proven
program that’s worked for thousands of moms before you. See it here. →

Throughout this guide so far, we’ve begun to discuss how important it is that
you perform 3 (THREE) essential kinds of exercise - namely:
1) Proper Strength Training - to build a lean, toned, & shaped body with
special emphasis on core, glutes, legs, and arms.
2) High-Intensity Cardio Circuits - like “MRT” to boost your metabolism 24/7.
3) Flexibility Training - to keep your body feeling young & light and reverse
some aches and pains you may be experiencing.
I know you’re busy like me, so I can safely assume you can’t spend hours
exercising every day. You need a time-efficient workout that covers all these key
bases and gives you results.
Here’s why each type of exercise is essential for you as a busy woman 35+:

Why You Need Safe Strength Training – As I've hinted at when we discussed the

MRT workouts above, you need strength training to not only sculpt and tone your
muscles, but also to increase your metabolic rate as you age.
Your metabolic rate is your fat burning furnace, so if you want to burn off
tummy fat and sculpt a new fitter and leaner body, you need to be using
strength training in your workout plan.

Why You Need Fat Burning Cardio Intervals – Earlier in this guide, we began to

discuss why “traditional cardio” can be a waste of time. Although that’s true, it
doesn’t mean that all cardio is useless. You simply need to do your cardio
correctly.

The best way to do cardio is to use WEIGHTS in a circuit training fashion...
not traditional "cardio machines" like treadmills or ellipticals.

Why You Need Flexibility Training – Flexibility and Mobility are often overlooked
in workout plans (that aren’t specifically “yoga focused”). The proper kinds of
stretching and mobility exercises are necessary to keep away the aches &
pains that come with age, sedentary jobs, and/or old injuries.

For an ideal workout plan, you'd follow a Metabolic Resistance Training
"strength circuit" like the one described in today’s video, that incorporates the
most safe, flexibility-enhancing exercises into a metabolism-boosting circuit.

We designed all of these perfect “3-in-1”
workouts into our Fit Mother 30X Program.
It's one reason why our members see such
powerful results (like you can see here on
this program overview page) →
Let’s move on to our next principle...

As a busy mother over 35, you need workouts that are specifically designed to
work with how your body moves and feels today.
Again, it’s a simple biological fact: as we age, our joints experience “wear and
tear” that can lead to aches and pains. That’s why so many women over 60 are
suffering with debilitating joint issues - when, in fact, proper exercise is the
exact thing that would help their joints stay young and healthy.
You need to focus your efforts on FUNCTIONAL COMPOUND MOVEMENTS
(the kind of foundational movements we do everyday like squatting, picking
things up from the ground, and reaching overhead). These functional
compound movements involve all our major muscle groups...
The best functional compound movements are things like:
●
●
●
●

Squats
Deadlifts
Overhead Press
Pullups and Rows

Doing workouts like Crossfit that involve doing high rep Olympic lifts where
you're throwing a barbell overhead and jumping on/off boxes is not ideal.

Doing something like P90X that has you doing plyometric jumps in front of
your TV for hours is not what you need in your 40’s, 50’s or 60’s. There are
much safer (and more effective) ways to train.
KEY POINT: Exercise safety needs to be a PRIMARY COMPONENT of any good
exercise program for women over 40.

With our Fit Mother workout approach, we will help you start doing these safe,
effective exercises so you see consistent improvements to your fitness & body.

A huge mistake many women make is starting workout programs that require
fancy gym equipment. What happens to your workout plan when you travel…
or can’t make it to the gym after a busy day? Falling off track typically happens.
To win with your fitness and weight loss goals, you need an approach to
exercise that makes it easy to stay consistent.
You need simple workouts that can be done in limited floor space, with basic
equipment, or even just your body weight.
The pyramid MRT circuit I showed you in today’s video is a good example of
the fact that all you need is a pair of dumbbells to get a fantastic workout.
Most of the time, using gym machines (i.e. devices to make things
mechanically easier) are far-less effective than using dumbbells, kettlebells,
and barbell exercises as the foundation of your training.
Do you have a workout program that’s both designed specifically for you as a
busy mom and that you can do anywhere (at home, the gym, on vacation)?
If not, it’s time to get started.
All of our proven workouts inside the Fit Mother
30X Program only require a pair of dumbbells or
kettlebells. We even have Travel Specific
workouts that require zero equipment and are
perfect when you’re on vacation or on the road.
Click here to see the full FM30X Program overview →

Print this sheet and reference it during your workouts.

The 5 Exercises in the Workout Flow:
●
●
●
●
●

Kettlebell (KB)/Dumbbell (DB) Swing
KB/DB Front Squat (Goblet Squat)
Overhead KB/DB Shoulder Press
1 Arm Alternating DB/KB Row (On The Floor)
Pushups (On The Floor)

Perform As A Circuit With No Rest In-between Exercises:
Swing→Squat→Press→Row→Pushup
Complete this circuit for the allotted number of reps in each “cycle” – starting
at 1 rep of each and working up to your peak set of 8 reps. After you complete
a “full circuit” of the 5 exercises at the given rep range, rest 30-60 sec before
beginning the circuit flow with the next number or reps.
I.e. Circuit #1 = do 1 rep of each; rest 30 sec. Circuit #2 = 2 reps of each; rest 30
sec. Work your way up to the peak set (8 reps of each) and then work your way
back down in 1 rep increments (8→7→,6, down to 1).

I recommend you begin this
workout using a 10-20lb KB/DB.
The first few circuits are easy by
design. The higher rep sets will
be challenging. Your first
workout should take 24-30 min.
You will progress to heavier
DB/KB as you get stronger.

IF YOU LIKED THIS FREE GUIDE, THEN YOU'LL
ABSOLUTELY LOVE OUR FIT MOTHER 30-DAY
TRANSFORMATION PROGRAM.
IT'S A FACT: You can have your dream body + health you desire - at any age.
Using our proven Fit Mother 30X and Fit Father 30X Programs have helped
thousands of busy mothers and fathers like you lose weight, build healthy
habits, and finally get back to feeling healthy and energetic for both
themselves and their families. If you want to experience similar results for
yourself (like the Fit Mother Members below), you need a proven plan like Fit
Mother 30X.

The entire program and the 30-days of accountability coaching costs less than
1 hour of personal training with a run-of-the-mill trainer at your local gym.
FM30X is the proven battle plan that will get you healthy for decades to come.
Other diet and workouts haven’t worked for you long-term, because they
weren’t designed to be simple, sustainable, and specific to your body and busy
schedule as a mom over 35.
Fit Mother 30X is the program you’ve been searching for. It’s worked for
thousands of moms before you. It’s your turn now. Click below to learn more
about the program and our 100% Results & Satisfaction Guarantee:

All of this is included inside your Fit Mother 30X Program
(full meal plan, step-by-step workouts, accountability coaching)

If you’re serious about seeing fast weight loss results this week on a
program designed specifically for you as a busy mom 35+, then check out
our FM30X Program Overview Letter for the full details. This proven program
has worked for thousands of moms before you. Click here for full details →

The combination of the perfect meal plans, workouts, and accountability is why
our program members experience such incredible results.
I want to invite you to check out the FM30X Program Overview letter to see
all the stories of successful women who started our program and got their
health and body back in just 30-days. Click here for the overview letter →.

I hope you found today’s workout video and guide helpful!
I have one final present coming your way tomorrow to complete your Free
Fit Mother Jumpstart training.
It’s all about “the secret sauce” that will 10x your eating and exercise results…
I’m going to show you how to “find it.”
Keep an eye on your inbox for another email from me :-)
I’ll talk to you very soon, my friend.
-Dr. Anthony Balduzzi
Founder, The Fit Mother Project

